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Platform.additionalClasspaths . 4 SampleAnalyzerLaunch




public class SampleAnalyzerLaunchConfiguration implements IAdditionalLaunchConfiguration {
public static final String ANALYZER_PATH
= "org/ntlab/sampleanalyzer/analyzerProvider/SampleAnalyzer.class";
:
public String[] getAdditionalClasspaths() {
:
List<String> classPathList = new ArrayList<>();
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Sample, JHotDraw ver. 7.65, ArgoUML ver. 0.346, jEdit ver. 4.37 4




Sample 26 0.604 1.929 3.191
JHotDraw 5885 993.302 1403.862 1.413
ArgoUML 10201 3915.642 4692.090 1.198
jEdit 5506 2453.021 6302.199 2.569
†Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1603 v4 @ 2.80GHz, 32.0GB, Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment
(build 1.8.0 181-b13)
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JVM JVM ( )
Sample 26 0.002 0.021 13.258
JHotDraw 5885 0.012 15.250 1223.490
ArgoUML 10201 0.012 26.493 2302.545
jEdit 5506 0.025 37.010 1500.354
†Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1603 v4 @ 2.80GHz, 32.0GB, Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment
(build 1.8.0 181-b13)
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"args":[ JSON,· · ·],
"threadId": ID,
"time":
}
 
 
{
"type":"methodExit",
"shortSignature": ,
"receiver": JSON,
"returnValue": JSON,
"threadId": ID,
"time":
}
 
JSON .
 
{
"type":"fieldSet",
"fieldName": ,
"container": JSON,
"value": JSON,
"threadId": ID,
"lineNum": ,
"time":
}
 
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 
{
"type":"fieldGet",
"fieldName": ,
"this": JSON,
"container": JSON,
"value": JSON,
"threadId": ID,
"lineNum": ,
"time":
}
 
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